NEW ADVISORY TEAM FOR THE ENERGY SECTOR
Our new team members who will join forces with Partner Paweł Grzejszczak, a leading expert in legal
advice to the energy sector:

Rafał Hajduk | Partner
Specialist in transaction advice and legal services to businesses in the energy sector. Handles
all types of project in the energy sector, e.g. advice on investments in constructing or
upgrading energy infrastructure, particularly power generation capacity, on project finance,
mergers and acquisitions, joint ventures and on trading in energy, fuels, greenhouse gas
emission allowances and related derivatives. Rafał advises on regulatory and contractual
matters.

Paweł Grzejszczak | Partner
Specialist in energy law, project finance transactions, mergers and acquisitions and
restructuring projects. Advises clients in the energy, heating, fuel and gas sectors on all
aspects of energy operations, mainly on regulatory and transactional issues. Expert in
cogeneration and renewable energy investments. Handles large M&A transactions in
Poland.

Grzegorz Filipowicz | Senior Associate
Specialist in energy law, environmental law and investment regulations. He focuses mainly
on energy regulations in the construction process (administrative proceedings) and
environmental impact assessments. He also advises on geological and mining law, waste and
sewage management issues and liability for environmental damage.

Anna Maria Konopka | Associate
Specialist in investment and real estate processes in energy projects. Experienced in due
diligences, particularly of legal title to real estate, construction process and corporate and
contractual issues. Also handles administrative proceedings to issue building permits.

Natalia Jankowska | Associate
Specialist in regulatory issues on the energy market, energy sector transactions and state aid
and competition law matters.

Mateusz Koszel | Associate
Specialist in regulatory aspects of the energy sector and supports energy infrastructure
investments. Involved in due diligences of conventional power plant, RES and distribution
infrastructure projects.
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OUR ADVICE

In conjunction with business, finance, tax and technical advisers, we have been handling key
multidisciplinary projects for the energy sector for many years.
We provide full-range advice to entities in the conventional, nuclear and renewable energy sector, to
cogeneration and heating companies and entities in the gas and liquid fuels sector, including leading
domestic and international energy concerns.

We offer:


full-range legal support in new and modernisation investments (construction of heating units,
renewable sources, network investments); we have also been involved in advising on a project
in the Polish nuclear programme,



full-range regulatory advice, primarily in concession, tariff, litigation and other proceedings
before the President of the Energy Regulatory Office, the Material Reserves Agency, the
Agricultural Market Agency, the Minister of the Economy, the Minister of the Environment and
other regulatory authorities,



advice on matters of EU law, e.g. directives on the energy market and state aid for energy
projects, REMIT, MiFID, MiFID 2, MiFIR and EMIR,



contractual and regulatory advice on gas and energy trading, including cross-border trade,



legal due diligences of energy projects,



legal assistance with drawing up, negotiating and implementing contracts for the sale,
transmission and distribution of fuels and energy, network interconnection contracts, gas and
fuel storage contracts, ticket and tolling agreements, and also the trade in emission allowances
and rights under certificates of origin,



restructuring advice for energy companies,



advice on securing contractual positions in various transactions,



support with M&A transactions.

CONTACT
Rafał Hajduk | Partner
T: +48 22 557 76 33
M: +48 607 377 980
E: Rafal.Hajduk@dzp.pl

Paweł Grzejszczak |Partner
T: +48 22 557 76 33
M: +48 693 280 288
E: Pawel.Grzejszczak@dzp.pl
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